
Unit 3.3 Key Concepts:  Chemical Reactions    
 

Law of Conservation of Mass 

 The law which says matter cannot be created nor destroyed in a chemical reaction  

Matter – can be divided into two categories 

o Pure Substances  (Elements or Molecules) by themselves 

o Mixtures (Elements mixed with other elements or  molecules, but not chemically 

combined) 

Molecules  

o Two or more atoms that are bonded together  by sharing electrons 

o May be the same element such as O
2
  (two oxygen atoms bonded together) 

o May be two or more different elements combined such as C
6
H

12
O

6
 

 

Chemical formulas 

o  Shows the number of atoms of each element in a molecule.  Example:  H
2
O is 

the chemical formula for water.  It has two hydrogen atoms and 1 oxygen atom 

 

Subscript 

o  The number following a symbol which shows the number of atoms of that 

element in the formula.  Example H
2
O the subscript for Hydrogen is 2.  If an 

element in a formula does not have a subscript, then the subscript is 1.  Using 

the subscripts in the formula for water, there are two Hydrogen atoms in each 

water molecule, and one Oxygen atom in each water molecule 

 

Coefficient  

o  A number which comes before the chemical formula to show how many 

molecules are present.  Example  3H
2
O  The 3 is the coefficient and shows that 

there are 3 water molecules 

 

Chemical Equation: 

o   Shows the formulas for the molecules and elements in a chemical reaction: 

Example:    CH
4
 + 2O

2
          CO

2
 + 2H

2
O 

 

Reactants  

 Molecules or elements that are present before a chemical reaction:  

shown on the left of the arrow 

Yield 

 The arrow symbol in a chemical equation (In Chemistry the yield is how 

much product is obtained from the reactants) 
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Products  

o Molecules or elements that are produced from a chemical reaction.  Shown 

on the right side of the arrow 

 

Conservation of Mass in chemical equations: 

o Each element must have the same number of atoms on both sides of the 

equation (Law of Conservation of Mass) (so the products must have the same 

number of atoms as the reactants) In the above equation there is one Carbon 

on each side, 4 hydrogens on each side, and 4 oxygens on each side.  (know 

how to count the atoms and get these numbers) 

Chemical changes 

o when the reactants are different molecules from the products a chemical change 

has occurred 

 Chemical changes may be indicated by a precipitant, gas bubbles, color 

changes, odor changes, or temperature changes without introduction of heat.   

o Key words:  burning, combusting, cooking, decomposing, precipitant, gas formation 

Physical changes:  do not change the initial molecules into new molecules.  Example: if 

water, (H
2
O), is boiled, then it is still water (H

2
O) 

o Key words: mixing, dissolving, evaporating, boiling, condensing, melting 

Physical State:  shown on a chemical equation.  Tells if the substance is solid (s), liquid(l), 

gas(g), or dissolved in water (aq) =  aqueous solution
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